Softride Shuttle Pad Instructions (models 26457 and 26461)

Attention: Only install the Shuttle Pad on a vehicle that is freshly clean.
Step one: Lower tail gate and place Shuttle Pad so the Lash Down Webbing is on the top edge of the tailgate.
Step two: Affix the four 1” webbing straps around the bottom of the tailgate passing the ends between the bottom of
tailgate and the truck bed.
Take Caution not to pinch fingers in the space between the tailgate and the bed of the truck, especially with
aftermarket liners where tolerances may be reduced from OEM vehicle specification.
Step three: Put bikes on tailgate.
Step four: Drive somewhere with bikes.
Step five: Ride Bikes.
Repeat Steps 3-5.
Alignment:
Softride Logo should be in lower right hand corner of tailgate, and access flap should open upward to provide access to
the tailgate handle.
Tethering Bikes:
Use the provided SoftWraps to tether bikes to the top of the tailgate. Use more than one SoftWrap if necessary, either
by connecting two SoftWraps together, or by tethering one to either side of the bike around a stitch through point on
the Lash Down Webbing.
For long haul freeway travel or especially bumpy roads, use SoftWraps to tether the pedals of the two bikes to one
another to keep the rear wheel of bicycles and drive trains from contacting one another.
Care and Maintenance:
For best results remove and clean Shuttle Pad and clean truck tailgate after every use and especially after any dirt or
mud has come in contact with the Tailgate, Truck Bed or Shuttle Pad.
Regular removal and cleaning will minimize scratching of painted surfaces. Dirt that is trapped between the Shuttle Pad
and the Tail Gate May cause damage to painted surfaces if installed onto a dirty vehicle or when not cleaned after each
use.
Warning:
This product may not protect from all paint damage and scuffs. It may be necessary to polish the tailgate after use to
remove incidental paint scuffing. Installing a 3M clear bra material to the painted body panel of the tail gate may reduce
paint scuffing on a new truck.
This product protects from major dents, and dings to the bikes and tailgate of a truck. It is not a substitute for your own
good judgment.

